Anbar: Health Centers and Proposed Health Centers, Delivery Rooms Caravans Locations
(Status reported as of July 23, 2015)
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Evolution of IDPs Status in Anbar Gov from June 2014 till July 2015

From 182 officially identified Health Facilities from Anbar, only 136 have known geolocation and are shown of this map. From 17 Proposed health centers, only 16 have known geolocation and are shown of this map.

Description
Map describes the status and location of the Health Facilities in the Governorate of Anbar, focusing on its functionality of services and accessibility according to data collected on 8th June 2015

Functional: Services are still being provided
Not functional: The HF has been damaged or closed to service
Accessible: Partners have access to the location of the HF
Not Accessible: Partners have no access to the area (due to security or conflict)

Disclaimer:
The boundaries and names shown and the designations used on this map do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of the World Health Organization concerning the legal status of any country, territory, city or area or of its authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries.
In no event shall the World Health Organization be liable for damages arising from the use of this map
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 Recruitment Requirements: Healthy Nest
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